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Dine to Donate
Dine to Donates are really awesome 
ways that restaurants around campus 
can get involved with BuckeyeThon.  
This is when a restaurant pledges to give 
X amount of proceeds that are raised 
from that day. Usually, the funds only 
come from people who show proof of 
knowing about the dine to donate.  
This means that you have to come in 
with a flyer or something of that nature 
to show at checkout. This is a great  
way to have a fun meal out with friends  
while being able to raise money for  
your fundraiser!

Matching
If you have parents, relatives, or family 
friends that work, their companies may 
have a matching program! Usually this 
means that if they donate a certain 
amount of money, the company will 
donate that amount of money as well! 
Sometimes, they will match the entire 
amount of money that you raise for 
the Dance Marathon. If you think that a 
company that you are familiar with will 
do this, make sure that you or someone 
you know gets in contact in with them 
order to set up the matching program!

Tip Jars
This can be done two ways. 

You can go to any restaurant you  
choose and ask them if they will put a 
tip jar out for you. You can explain that 
you are raising money on Nationwide 
Children’s Hospital’s behalf, and if they 
are willing, they will put a jar out and 
all the money that is collected will be 
donated to your TeamRaiser page. 

Another way you could utilize a tip jar  
is to take advantage of the tips that  
you make if you work. Set a goal to 
donate a percentage of the tips you 
make. You can choose to do this once  
or however many times you choose. 
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Here are some tips to keep in mind:

1. Make sure to send a thank you right 
away when someone has donated.  
You can choose to make it a personal 
note, or you can make a generic one 
that’s easily sent online. Either way,  
a timely thank you will show that  
person how much you appreciated  
their donation.

2. It is also important to send a thank 
you at the end of the Dance Marathon. 
You want the people that donated to 
see how their donation contributed. 
This could be in the form of a “After the 
Dance Marathon” type email, where  
you send it to everyone at once. 

Here, outline how much money they 
were able to help you raise, especially  
if you met or exceeded your goal.  
Also include how much money the 
Dance Marathon raised as a whole, 
because they were able to contribute  
to that incredible number!

Donors | Saying Thank You

It is very important to make sure that 
you take the time to thank the people 
who donate to you. Without them, the 
work that you are doing and the money 
you are raising wouldn’t be possible. 
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We hope that the information above  
will help you reach and even exceed 
your goals. If you have read this in its 
entirety and still do not feel confident 
about fundraising as a team member 
please feel free to contact us! We want 
to do everything we can to aid you in  
this process. Thank you for all that you 
do, we cannot wait to see you at the 
dance marathon this year!

Helpful Links
Here is a comprehensive list of links  
that will be helpful in order for you  
to begin your fundraising efforts: 

BuckeyeThon Website 
buckeyethon.osu.edu

BuckeyeThon Donation Site 
go.osu.edu/bt

BuckeyeThon Leadership  
and Contact Information

buckeyethon.osu.edu/contact_us

buckeyethon.osu.edu/contact_us/
leadership_team

BuckeyeThon Email

buckeyethon@osu.edu


